
from compact consoles to 
complex control centers... 



The remarkable single-source facilities of 
Anetsberger Brothers Inc. are equally as 
unique as the broad range of custom 
enclosures designed and produced by this 

progressive company. 

Anets occupies a modern plant on a beautiful 
tract of land. The plant site includes a well- 
stocked, five-acre lake and challenging golf 
course for the enjoyment of Anets employees. 

This unusual consideration for the well-being 
of all employees results in most harmonious 
working relationships. In turn, this progressive 
attitude reflects in a skilled staff whose con¬ 
stant goal is to always produce a better product. 

The better cabinets by Anets are utilized 
throughout the electronics industry in a broad 
range of custom applications. 



Over thirty-five years ago, Anets introduced 

the first bakery proofing cabinet to incor¬ 

porate positive temperature and humidity con¬ 

trol. Throughout the succeeding years, Anets 

has continued to lead the way in new develop¬ 

ments, new techniques. With almost four 

decades of specialized experience, Anets 

is uniquely qualified to plan and produce 

cabinets to meet the critical requirements of 

enclosures for the electronics industry. 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

CAPACITY 

Anets enjoys an acknowledged leadership in 

custom craftsmanship as evidenced by its 

widespread acceptance in military and civilian 

applications. Under the supervision of skilled 

special ists with years of experience the newest 

in equipment and materials are utilized. In 

addition, we have developed highly- 

specialized equipment to meet special appli¬ 

cations and needs. 

The modern Anets plant has 115,000 square 

feet of planned productive capacity. The plant 

has been designed to accommodate precision 

production ... a single source for a compact 

console or a complex control center on a one- 

unit or volume production basis as required. 

Anets recognizes the need for constant 

research, development, and adaptation to 

meet the accelerating pace and constant 

innovations in the electronics industry. Anets 

is equipped to plan and produce customized 

assemblies in a wide variety of metals and 

materials ... a versatility that results in a more 

efficient, more economical custom enclosure. 



ANETS 

IS YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR 

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 

OF EFFICIENT, ECONOMICAL 

CUSTOM ENCLOSURES 

CORONA TESTING CABINET. This rugged performer was 

designed by Anets specialists to meet customer specifications. 

It has a unique integration of control apparatus plus a trans¬ 

former oil tank. The testing cabinet is fabricated of extremely 

heavy gauge steel and boiler plate to withstand extreme 

pressures. Owing to Anets ability to meet the most critical 

of requirements in design and manufacture, these cabinets 

are performing perfectly under maximum operating conditions. 
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AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. This unit 

is the original concept for the new automatic telephone 

exchange system, incorporating many new techniques. The 

custom enclosure houses a special blower cooling and filtering 

system to assure practically dust-free, service-free operation. 

Anets incorporated one of the earliest uses of aluminum 

extrusions and panels of vinyl clad aluminum sheet. Con¬ 

tinuous observation of the entire system and equipment is 

achieved through specially gasketed thermo-pane glass. 



INSTRUMENTATION CART. This is a versatile 

unit that meets the need for integrated group¬ 

ing and convenient transportation of related 

electronic instruments. The mobile Anets 

(B-363) Cart provides convenient power 

through twelve built-in electrical outlets. Other 

features include standard E.I.A. spacing, nylon 

shelf guides, and six-inch ball bearing casters. 

Space laboratories, research and development 

centers, hospitals, chemical processing plants 

and others find a wide application for this 

versatile, mobile cart. 

VERTICAL RELAY RACK CABINET. This 

remarkable unit was produced to customer 

specifications, with several basic improve¬ 

ments introduced by Anets. A special inner- 

lock prevents opening more than a single 

drawer section at a time, eliminates tipping. 

The modular concept permits the addition 

of more units, as needed, while maintaining 

a unified assembly and appearance. Cabinets, 

similar in approach and use, have been devel¬ 

oped by Anets for military transmitter stations. 

CONTROL CONSOLE TRANSMITTER 

STATION. This compact, yet complex console 

was designed to customer specifications. It 

provides a highly stylized installation, with 

a customized finish, and ready identification 

for the customer’s product. Anets field engi¬ 

neers worked with the customer’s staff to 

develop this practical and attractive package. 



Anets is uniquely qualified to meet 

any requirement in custom enclosures. 

Our versatility in advanced design, 

improved manufacturing equipment 

and techniques has eliminated the 

out-dated idea of “square boxes.” 

Today, you, may have a distinctive 

custom assembly that properly reflects 

the individuality, quality, and ability of 

your own products. And, with Anets 

single source facilities and capacity, 

you are assured of maximum efficiency 

and economy in planning and pro¬ 

ducing your custom enclosure—from 

a compact console to a complex con¬ 

trol center. Anets is qualified and pre¬ 

pared to bring a fresh approach to 

each problem in design, development, 

and manufacturing. 



The design engineers of Anets 

have resolved many complicated 

problems, including precision 

cabinets for the control of tem¬ 

perature and humidity in testing 

of delicate instruments, batch 

testing . . . and other unusual 

operating conditions. 

The complete production facil¬ 

ities of Anets include modern 

machinery and Anets-developed 

equipment to meet specific per¬ 

formance and precision require¬ 

ments. Custom enclosures are 

currently being produced in 

cold-rolled steel, aluminum, or 

stainless steel in knock-down or 

all-welded designs. 

Anets integrated finishing facil¬ 

ities produce a variety of finishes 

in sprayed paints, baked-on 

enamels, wrinkle finishes, 

textured vinyl finishes, epoxy, 

and the new vinyl-clad embossed 

metals. Anets is capable of pro¬ 

ducing any practical customized 

finish you desire. 

Anets hasastaff of highly trained 

engineering specialists who 

provide service in the field. 

These men have assisted in the 

planning and design of custom 

cabinetry for a variety of indus¬ 

tries and a broad range of special 

installations. They are ready to 

work with you at your place of 

business or installation site for 

on-the-spot evaluation and to 

insure practical and attractive 

enclosures that are efficient 

and economical. 
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ANETSBERGER BROTHERS, INC. 
180 NORTH ANETS DRIVE • NORTHBROOK, ILLINOIS 

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED. . . 

We extend a cordial invitation to visit our modern plant 
and inspect our complete single-source facilities. In 
checking our advanced techniques and use of new 
materials, you may see an application that may improve 
the appearance and performance of your next project. 
We would be pleased to guide you through Anets and 
discuss any presentorfuture project—without obligation. 

We would like you to enjoy our unique employee facil¬ 
ities, including the challenging golf course. You will 
see why the people we are proud of—those who maintain 
our reputation for a better product and quality leadership 
—are proud of Anets and can do a better job for you. 

Over 35 years of specialized experience and acceptance 
in the planning and production of custom cabinetry. 


